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Abstract
lnformation operations studies in the Netherlands made the Dutch Ministry of
Defence (MoD) aware that both military and public information-infrastructures can be
target for hostile information operations. As a result, MoD stimulated discussions
w¡thin the Dutch government on the threat to and vulnerability of Dutch critical
infrastructures. This paper describes critical infrastructures protection studies that the
Dutch government initiated in the last 2 years in order to address the threats,
vulnerabilities, and the possible urgency to resolve them.

The paper highlights lnformation operations, risks and threats to the information age
society, and the need for public-private partnership to address Critical information-
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1. lntroduction

communication systems."
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This definition follows the NATO MC422(1999) lnfo Ops definition. lnfo Ops
encompasses the co-ord¡nation and harmonisation of number of military and non-
military focus areas like for instance C2-warfare, political and diplomatic activities.

Both the joint German-Dutch study lnlormation Operations and the recent Dutch lnfo
Ops policy document identify the issue of asymmetrical threats. This made the Dutch
Ministry of Defence aware that the Dutch civil information-infrastructures can be a
target for hostile information operations. lt became clear thaÌ, when looking at the
thriving information and communication technology developments, especlally those
of the lnternel, a downside for our society might occur when the vulnerabilities of
critical informat¡on infrastructures are not properly addressed. Not only in the military
cyberspace - cyber warfare realm (Luiijf, 1999) but also in our everyday
inf ormation-age soc¡ety, people, organisations, agencies and governments are
confronted with threats aga¡nst, and vulnerabilities of, our information infrastructure
and information systems. At the same time, our economy and even our salety rely
increasingly on the integrity, availability, and reliability of information and
communication systems and inf rastructures.

Government decision-making units, organisations, society, and critical industries
have become increasingly inter-networked, interdependent and entangled. They rely
heavily, if not totally, on essential, global and converging ¡nfrastructures. These
infrastructures are managed using the same complex information and communication
technology and infrastructures. And the information infrastructures increasingly
depend on lnternet Protocol (lP) based subsystems, from end-user screen to end-
user screen, including private and corporate networks. Due to these factors, society
is now facing new global threats with causes that can vary from (simple)
unintentional, technical, natural and intent¡onal causes to acts-of-God. Non-military
organisations (NMO's), terror¡st and action groups and other adversar¡es can pose
many threats for the new information age society. Since September 11th, society
understands that hypothetical threats may become reality. lt is not anymore the
question whether but when an incident or attack will occur.

The outcome of the US Presidential Commission on Critical lnfrastructure Protection
study (PCClP, 1997) triggered the attention of several governments. Critical
infrastructure studies were commissioned in a number of countries. The Dutch
government, however, at that time concentrated its elforts at controlling the
millennium problem. At the start of 2000, several Dutch ministries with the MoD in the
lead put the critical infrastructure topic on the agenda of the lnfodrome project.
lnfodrome is a strategic project exploring the role that the Dutch government has to
play in the information society of the future.
Early 2000, lnfodrome commissioned the wril¡ng of an essay on critical information
infrastructures. The goal of this essay was to validate the notion of emerging risks
and to stimulate a broad public and political discussion. The essay (Luiijf, 2O0O) with
the title BITBREUK ("ln Bits and Pieces") highlighted the increasing vulnerability of
the ICT-based Dutch society.

ln parallel, the Dutch Ministry for Transport, Public Works and Water Management
(MoT for short) is responsible for policy development with respect to infrastructures.
The MoT commissioned Stratix Consulting BV and TNO in June 2OOO to undertake



an in-depth 'KWetsbaarheden lNTernet' (KwlNT) study on the vulnerability of the
(Netherlands section of the) lnternet.

Below, the outline of both studies is presented. The threats to critical information-
infrastructeres at large are discussed in sections 2 to 4. ln the succeeding sections,
the KWINT-study on the vulnerability of the lnternet, is described as an e-xample on
how complex problem with many public and private actors can be addressed. The
results of the studies are briefly described.

2. Paradoxes
one of the vulnerabilities for soc¡ety, as highlighted in many international studies, isthe vulnerability of (critical) inf rastructures. These vúlnerabilities were well
understood by our civil defences. However, the fast up-rise of the inter-networked,
dependable, intertwined, and converged lcr-based infrastructures created a new

functioning of a highly complex entity of interconnected networks and network-based
services.

"The less vulnerable a country becomes in terms of public utitities, the harder
it is hit Þy any disruption in the production, d¡str¡but¡on and consumption of
those utilities".

"At the same t¡me, society will increasingly use such an infrastructure seruice
because it seems to be so reliable,,.

The latter is a human perception issue, as the conclusion is not necessarily based on
any measurable reality!

Recent incidents involving electrical power supply and communication infrastructures
suggest that that this double paradox with respect to the availability also applies to
lcr-infrastructures. lf, on top of this, we include the vulnerability of integrity,

/ St¡rnmltxrs = disrupl¡on of the eleclrical power d¡stribut¡on
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confidentiality, and privacy (e.9., doubts in public confidence in financial transaclions
via public networks), then it is clear that the vulnerability of critical |CT-infrastructures
may well become, or already is, the Achilles heel of any |CT-based society.

Social resilience declines sharply as a function of increased perception of the
reliability of infrastructure services. The "Stroomloos"-report points out (Steetskamp
and van Wijk, 1994:20): "ln addition, social resilience is not high because risk-
awareness among cilizens, companies, instilutions, public seruices and government
is not pafticularly high. People are unaware oÍ the potenlial social consequences and
do not view the situation as threateningl' and "afler eight hours, dÌsruption of society
as a whole can assume d¡sastrous proportions. This is especially the case when the
disruption aflects a large area and there are signs that it will last for more than 24
hours."
Serious disruptions to the |CT-based infrastructures could lead to a similar situation
after a couple of hours, given that our society is becoming increasingly dependent on
chain processes such as electronic payment, logistical just-in-time systems, etc.

3. About Theats and lntentions.
Caused by the increased connectivity, the threats to ICT have shifted from some
malicious person who needed to be physically near the system to someone who
attacks you via Cyberspace from some place on our globe. ln fact, an attacker in the
Sahara dessert using a laptop and satellite up-link might be nearer to you in
Cyberspace than the bakery-around{he-corner.
When looking at the Cybercrime threat, the most visible are the web-defacements.
Script-kiddies (the one's that use scripts to repeatedly use well-known vulnerabilities
to break into systems) and hackers that collect "hack-miles" show the penetration of
the system by modifying or replacing a web page from for instance a Ministry. This
so-called Cyber graffiti is relatively harmless, although it causes 90% to 95% of the
"knocks on the |CT-doors" and thus a certain performance loss and management
attention.
A second class of threats is caused by viruses, worms and Trojan Horses. To cause
harm, they most of the t¡me require co-operation of a human in lhe organisation itself
which unconsciously starts a program attached to an email from unknown source or
just likes the email with the subject "l Love You"...
With proper system and security management controls as well as user security
training, the threats mentioned above can be considerably lowered as well as the
¡mpact to an organisat¡on. one should not forget that the attack tools are becoming
increasingly sophisticated and require less basic knowledge over time.

Another class of threats is criminal organisations and intelligence brokers that use
hackers to obtain money or valuable proprietary information of companies and
organisations. They seldom make news headlines as companies take their losses
and not the blame, if the Cyber crime is detected at all. Unless the trust in financial
institutions is lost, this type of crime does not impact society and economics yet.

Activists in Cyber space are supporting a cause, e.g. are supporting a freedom-
fighting movement or are against the killing of animals for the humans food-chain.
They can organise a temporary denial-of-seru¡ce of systems and networks, the
electronic equivalent of a sit-in protest, or deface home pages of high-profile
organisations. A democratic society can tolerate such e-siþin outages as long as the
harmful effect is proportional and not causing casualties. Examples are the actions of



the Eleclronic Disturbance Theatre (EDT) in support of the Mexicarr Zapatistas, the
East rimor independence hacker movement, and the supporting tools development
for e-actions by the electrohippies collective.

For polilical-military freedom to decide, soc¡ety as a whole, and the economy, the
largest cyber threats with high impact can be caused by hacktivists, cyber terrorists,
and offensive Cyber lnformation Operations by state actors.
Activists that pass the line of violence and irreversible damage are called hacktivists.
They may try to damage systems and functions of the organisations and their
supporting environment they disagree with. Examples are hacktivists that tried to
block and damage WTO systems, email bombs and viruses targeted to NATO
(member) information systems during the Kosovo-conflict, a clean-wiped database of
a hospital during the e-fights between Azerbaijan and Armenia, and a system or the
High-Count in Japan that had all its files removed.
The next threats are those against critical information-infraslructures with the intend
to cause irreversible d¡rect or indirect damage to people, society and economy.
cyber terrorists might, for various reasons, attack either the hardware and
connections (physical damage, HERF-devices) or by other methods attack vital
information systems to attack their integrity (e.g. changed blood types or changed
medical treatment records in a hospital system), their availability or exclusivity.

Apart from these external threats we never should forget the 60-g0% of insider
threats that may cause damage, the technical and natural causes, and just acts-of-
God.

4. ln Bits and Pieces.
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5. The KWINT-project and the methodology used
The 'KWetsbaarheden lNTernet' (KWINT) study on the vulnerability of the
(Netherlands section of the) lnlernet took place from July 2000 till December 2000. lt
can be regarded as an example of how we addressed the vulnerable information
society and its underlying vulnerable information-inf rastructures. The KWINT
objectives lor study were to answer the lollowing questions: (1) what are the current
vulnerabilities of the (Dutch section of the) lnternet?; (2) what are the developments
that can be foreseen in the next three years?; (3) what are the possible
consequences in case an identilied threat becomes reality?; (4) which actors play a
role?; (5) which measures need to be taken to reduce the vulnerabilities, if any?.
'lnternet' was defined end-to-end in this study, including workstat¡ons, private- and
public lP-networks and information systems on servers.
These intermediate results were the basis for getting the answers to the two crucial
questions: (1) is there a need to increase the security and trustworthiness of the
lnternet and, if so, how and by which actor(sl?: (2) what are the policy
recommendations for the Dutch government?

As government departments and a number of market actors did have neither a clear
understanding of the risks nor the sense of urgency to act expediently, considerable
time was devoted in the KWINT project to reach a common understanding. After all,
the development of policy requires broad support from all actors for the proposed
policy direction and the initial measures that need to be taken.

As the KWINT-project had to be completed within six months, several activities were
undertaken in parallel. Firstly, a common set of def initions based upon the
information security regulations for the Dutch government as defined in (VlR, 1994)
were selected. Subsequently, a number of related models were developed in order 1o

make the complexity of the problem manageable in further studies. These were used
for a high-level vulnerability-analysis by experts. A survey of international CIP and
lnternet security initiatives took place. lntermediate results of the vulnerability
analysis were put forward for validation in a workshops with representatives of
market actors (e.9. service and telecom providers, banks), employer and consumer
organisations, and government departments. The consultation was used to
determine the level of urgency and support for addressing the vulnerabilities of the
lnternet. With the input of these actors, a number of recommendalions and measures
were drafted. ln two workshops, one with lhe same actors and another with
government policy-makers from various ministries involved in |CT-policies, these
drafts were discussed. The final KWlNT-report (Stratix/TNO, 2001) was completed
and released on 12rh January, 2001 .

6. The Models
The issues in the 'lulnerabilities of the lnternet" are numerous, complex and multi-
facetted. The information inf rastructure can deteriorate in many ways. Power
outages, cable cuts, failures in nelwork switches, problems in the national DNS
(domain name service) infrastructure, confidentiality problems of a TTP (trusted third
party service), failure of a critical chain of financial transactions, to name but a few.



Figure 1: Four levels of models.
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Figure 2: Functional model with types of actors.
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application service providers (DNSs, ASPs, TTPs); (6) backbone transmission-
capacity providers; (7) regulators (lETF, lTU, ETSI; governments); (B) software and
hardware producers enabling lnternet functionality; (9) facility services (buildings,
power, securily, added-value services, etc.).

The stratix basic layer model (Figure 3), based on the so-called 'Tillevision Model'
(van Till, 1993), was used to investigale the market areas of service providers and of
product suppliers. All private and enterprise user information and transaction facilities
can be found in the information layer. Generic application layer funct¡ons like domain
name services, protocol converters (e.9. Email to SMS), Trusted Third pafty services,
e-mail post offices can be found on the application layer. At the network layer in this
model, lP-data is exchanged between end-user systems and ISP's and between
lsP's. The transmission layer takes care of the physical transport of the digital
information. Horizontally, the geographical reach is depicted as not all actors aim to
play in the same geographical area., e.g. the .nl- top-level domain has a national
scope while the .com domain name service provider has a global customer base.

Besides the placement of actors and functions in the structural level model, the
physical location of the operational facilities is of imporlance when analysing
vulnerabilities. Forthe actors (including the users), a geographical or horizontal chain
dependency often exists, e.g. many countries peer (inter-connect) their lnternet in the
us. Peering and co-location centres, concentrations of points-of-presence, and web
hosting in 'data hotels' can be a potential single-point-of-failure if redundancy is not
taken into account.

lntqm!llon

Appllcallon

T.ân!hlrslon

Ollrc€
Local R€qional Natonal Contin€nlal ctob¡t

F¡gure 3: Basic layer model.

7. Reliabilityindicators
How reliable is the (Netherlands) lnternet as critical information infrastructure? To
answer that question, a systematic collection of incidents and relevant indicators for
confidentiality, integrity, availability and performance (quality of service) is required.
This information is required for transparency of service provision and to obtain an
objective view on the information assurance of the Dutch lnternet. lt was found thal
only a limited number of aspects are measured by service providers in a non-uniform
way. we identified a number of international research activities in this area, e.g.
(CAIDA,2000; IPPM,2000; OESO, 1999), but there is not yet a transpareñt
internationally accepted set of reliability indicators. Howevei, the union of
Netherlands lnternet service Providers is working on a quality label approach, which
states a number of reliability requirements (NLlp, 2oo1). KWINT concludes that the
development of internationally accepted set of reliability indicators is required for a
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governmenl that wants to prolect the rights of its citizens by stimulating a llberated
but transparent market.

L Vulnerability analys¡s of (the Netherlands sect¡on of) the lnternet
The high-level vulnerability analysis required yet another layered model that was
derived from extending the basic layer model with an infrastructures logical and
physical interaction layer (convergence and entanglement), and the physical
environment. For these six layer domains the weaknesses, threat probability (high,
medium, low) and their possible impact (high, medium, low) were categorised by
distinct area of responsibility.

The responsibility domains are: one single domain of management control and
responsibility (e.9. a single Bank or lnternet service povider), multi-responsibility
domains and national level disturbance (e.g. a multi-party single{ibre backbone) and
the global domain (e.9. dealing with an l-Love-You virus type outbreak).

Table 2: The most impolant vulnerabilil¡es of the Nelherlands lnternet and their priority.

This resulted in a table (Table 2) showing the most important vulnerabilities of the
(Netherlands sect¡on) of the lnternet. ln this table, the impact of selected
vulnerabilities on citizens, enterprises, the nation and soc¡ety as well as
vulnerabilities with global impact were assessed. Three priority levels were assigned
to understand the highest risks per (geographical) impact area. These results were
used to devise a number of measures that were consequenily proposed to the Dutch
government.
For all the six layer domains and three responsibility domains, the vulnerabilities
were investigated w¡th respect to the security aspects confidentiality, privacy,

Table 1: Decision table (H = High: M = Medium: L = Low)

lt l1

integrity, and avallability on the one hand, and with respect to natural causes,
deliberate attacks by insiders and deliberate attacks by outsiders on the other hand.
This resulted in six tables that were aggregated and condensed using a decision
table (shown in Table 1) to select the most important vulnerabilities in the
Netherlands sect¡on of the lnternet.

9. International Critical lnfrastructure and lnternet security activities
To understand which recommendations could possibly be successful and to learn
which pitfalls to avoid, critical infrastructure and other information protection activities
by various countries and international organisations were studied. To aid the
arralysis, the matrix approach that has been proposed by King's College (Rathmell,
2000) was extended. Analysis of the various critical information infrastructure
protection activities was eased by assigning each (inter)nat¡onal activity to one or
more cells. Table 3 contains this overview ol international critical ¡nfrastructure
protection studies, initiatives and activities, and lnternet secur¡ty activities. The
following activities were recognised:
(1) collaboration of competitors, e.g. banks sharing best-practices or pre-competitive

R&D;
(2) CIP policy development;
(3) lnfrastructure secur¡ty, split into the general critical (information) infrastructure

activities and the lnternet as a specific critical information-infrastructure;
(4) threat and information sharing, e.g. incident response centres; and
(5) public advice activities.

When looking at the various countries, Canada took a fast-lrack approach.
Leveraging upon their Y2K-protection experiences, the Critical lnf rastructure
Protection Task Force (CIPTF) delivered a report in November 2000. Pr¡or to this, the
CIPTF urgently recommended a government-wide co-ordination centre. This resulted
in the establishment of the Government of Canada lnformation Protection Co-
ordination Centre (GIPCC) in October 2000. Early February 2001, the Canadian
government announced the creation of the government Office for Critical
lnfrastructure Protection and Emergency Preparedness (May 2001) that assumes the
day-to-day Cl P-responsibilities.



Table 3: Overview of relevant (inter)national ICT-security and Clp-act¡vities.
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ln the United States, there are many CIP and information security related act¡vit¡es. A
number of them were initiated by the Clinton Administration as result of the
'President's Commission on Crit¡cal Infrastructure Protection' study (PCCIP, 1997).
The National lnfrastructure Protection Center (NIPC) and the Critical lnformation
Assurance Office (CIAO) are but two examples. When looking at Table 3, many of
the cells seem to be covered by US initiatives. However, the US government
initiatives are hampered by internal compet¡tion between the government agencies,
neglecting the goal of the intended activity. Public-private partnership are also
hampered by anti-trust acts as well as the freedom-of-information act which restricts
the willingness of companies to share company sens¡tive information with
government agencies.

lnformation Sharing and Analysis Centers or lSACs, e.g. the Financial Services ISAC
(FS-ISAC), are cross-sector initiatives to share information on threats and
vulnerabil¡ties, as well as best practices. The ex¡sting National Security
Telecommunicat¡ons Adv¡sory Commission (NSTAC) can be seen as a special form
of ISAC. ln the course of 2000 and early 2001, more ISACs were established.

The FBI lnternet Fraud Complaint Center (IFCC) provides a "one-stop shop"
entrance to the public to halt, for example, identity-theft problems on the lnternet.
Both the Network for lnternet and Computer Ethics (NICE) and the Cyber Citizen
initiatives relate to the aims of the Department of Justice to ra¡se the awareness of
children and c¡tizens that computer cr¡me ¡s a thing 'not done'.

ln Europe, the German government started a critical infrastructure analysis study in
1997. The Arbe¡tsgruppe Kritischer lnfrastrukturen (AG KRITIS) completed its final
report, however, mid 2000. The Arbeitskreis Schutz Kritischer lnfrastrukturen (AKSIS)
is an industry initiative for exchanging threat information as well as best practices on
crisis management.
Several incidents on the informat¡on highway in early 2000, caused the Minister of
lnterior to act swiftly. A task group "Sicheres lnternet" (Sl) was established with the
goal to increase the level of information security both by the public, the lnternet and
Application Service Providers, and also by private companies. ln parallel the Minister
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of Econom¡c Affairs initiated the secure Business on the lnternet (sBl) public-private
partnership.

The Scandinavian countries Norway, Denmark and sweden all have clp-studies
underway. Norway has various goverrrmental commissions on this topic, for instance

The Danish lT-security counc¡l (lT-slkkerhedsrådet) broke off its study of the critical
infrastructure as the task turned out to be too complex. A new project to study the
dependency of Denmark on lnternet has been initiated.

Switzerland has started a public-private-academic co-ordinated effort on information
assurance called lnfosurance. To prepare government off icials for crisis
management ¡n case of disturbance or disruption of Swiss critical information-
infrastructures, yearly exercises take place (e.g. lnformo 2001).

ln the united Kingdom, both Government and public-private co-operation activities
were started up over the last two years. The Government secure lnternet is

The lnformation Assurance Advisory council (lAAc), established by the Department
of war studies of the King's college in London, can be seen aé a think-tank for
critical infrastructure protection studies. BT, BAE systems, the post office, the
Cabinet Office and CESG are amongst the partners.
The uK Department of rrade and lndustry promotes the use of the British standard
7799 (lso 17799) by companies to raise the level of information protection. other
governments, such as Germany and rhe Netherlands, issued the same kind of ,best
practice guidelines' on ¡nformat¡on security but with far less promotional efforts and
government backing.

othercountries ¡n the world have undertaken clp-studies (Australia (cobb, 1999)) or
recently started clP-studies (e.9. Japan, lsrael, and singapore). ln switzerland, the
lnfosurance initiative by industry, organisations and universities aims to raise
information security awareness, to stimulate protection and the exchange of public-
private information.
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ln addilion to these national initiatives, there are some multi-national initiatives as
well. As example, France, Germany, the United Kingdom and the United States co-
operate in a multi-lateral CIP contingency planning exercise (MICPX). This "The Day
after ... in the Caspian"-exercise was developed by lhe US RAND Corporation. lt
aims to train their government policy makers and defence staff and raise their
awareness and help to put enough controls in place today to be able to effectively
address tomorrow's incidents in multi-national critical infrastructures.
lnternationally, the European Union puts an enormous effort into harmonising
international cyber-crime laws as part of the eEurope 2002 action plan (eEurope,
2000). The DG Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission looks at
the top¡c of critical ¡nfrastructure research to become an action line in the 6rh

Framework programme. Also, work is in progress to establish a European Warning
and llrforrnatiort System (EWIS) for tlrreals to tlre inforrnation-based society.
The GtJ cstaL¡lislrcd 7'24 lriglr-tcclr c¡inlc conlacl ¡roirrts in all tllo GB-countrios
Europol established a similar infrastructure in Europe. Last, but by no means least, in
the row of activities, the Forum of lncident Response and Security Teams (FIRST)
co-ordinates the information exchange between computer (CERT) and incident
response (lBT) teams throughout the world.

Uslng all the above efforts as a potential yardstick for ways ahead in the Netherlands,
the matrlx with the currently documented Dutch efforts was finalised. lt became
evident quite quickly that, apart from the KWINT study in question, there were only a
limited number of unrelated efforts- Moreover, ¡t also became clear that the Ministries
of lnterior and Justice, on the one hand, and the Directorate for Telecommunications
and Post of the MoT, on the other hand, were sponsoring two different web s¡tes for
public advice, lotally unaware of each other's existence!

The lollowing conclusions were drawn:
(1)ln countries where no single Government Department is held responsible for the

strategic approach to the critical ¡nfrastructure protection problem, the lack of
vision, sense of urgency and internal power struggles cause delays, duplication,
ineffectiveness and a grand waste of efforts.

(2) Critical infrastructure protect¡on studies are complex and require full co-ordinated
co-operation of all parties involved at the tactical level. CounteÊproductivity is
exacerbated by both internal competit¡on between government agencies and lack
of lrust between lhe parties needing to share information. The failure of the US
NIPC in responding quickly to the l-Love-You threat is a case in point (GAO,
2000).

(3) W¡th the exception of Germany and some smaller UK and Nelherlands initiatives,
nol many government efforts were identified to raise the security awareness by
providing information to small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and to the public.
Lower secur¡ty thresholds increase the vulnerability of a country for large-scale
incidents on the lnternet (distributed denial-of-service and devastating virus
outbreaks are but two examples).

(4) lnternet is not considered as a critical infrastructure on its own by most countries.
Only the telecommunications layer continuity is considered critical by a number of
countries, overlooking the additional critical layers of the lnternet ¡nfrastructure as
depicted by our models (Section 3).

(5) W¡th the exception of Canada, the Y2K-elforts in most countries have not lead to
consolidation of the knowledge and effective approaches to the CIP-problem.
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(6) Lacking effective government CIP-actions caused industry to start Clp-studies,
Germany is a point in case.

(7) The international initiatives mainly concentrate on the international legal and
computer crime aspects.

10. Flesults and Policy Recommendations

The 
9_ther 

principles were derived from discussions with the MoT who commissionedthe KWINT study, and on final thesis work by a student from the Faculty forTechnology, Policy and Management at the D;lÍt University of Technotogy (de
Kamper, 2000).
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goal, provided the appropriate reaction capability and internalronal contacts are in
place.

From lhe foregoing, it will be obvious that the policy recommendatíon to the
government could not slate a complete blueprint for the public-private partnership at
the tactical level as this requires support, co-operation, and trust, although the
KWINT report presents a first move. The KWINT draft policy recommendations state
recommendations for a government vision, seven primary measures and a number of
supporting measures. The measures address the main vulnerabilities. when the
proposed actions are taken, a process starts that brings together government and the
various (groups of) market actors, e g. telecommunication providers, banks, lsps, at
the tactical layer. lt is expected that the joint collaboration will carry on into the
collaborative combating of the vulnerabilities of the lnternet as a Dutch critical
rnf ormalion inf rastructure.

considering all previously mentioned analyses, the prioritised vulnerabilities, support
by government departments and market aclors, the following policy
recommendations were made to the MoT. Firstly, the cabinet should decide for a
single policy to identify. and classify the (Dutch) lnlernet as critical ¡nformat¡on

emergenctes.

Slrategic level

Tactical level

Operat¡onal
Level

Figure 4: The division of ¡.espons¡bilit¡es and lasks

secondly, seven primary measures are recommended to reduce the identified

contacts, classifies threat and intrusion reports, alarms and co-ordinates repression



transactions; (7) Guarantee privacy of end-users according to the new Dutch data
privacy act ('wet Bescherming persoonsgegevens"), the Netherlands implementation
of lhe European privacy regulations.

vision (V) and the primary (.t-7)
ical, operational domain model.
areas evenly, clearly illustrating
dressed by a broad joint public-

The KWINT recommendations mentioned above have been described in much more
detail in the full report in Dutch by (strat¡x/TNo, 2ooo). The Dutch cabinet discussed
and endorsed the KWINT memorandum and the action lines on July 6, 2oo1 .

ln July 2001 inet meeting organised by lnfodrome took
place. Securi arious large orgãnisations and sectors (e.g.
banks, telec lor 24 hourJ the critical infrastructure
vulnerability issues menlioned in the Bitbreuk study. They staled in a manifest ,The
KWlcr-institute' (lnfodrome, 2001) that the vutnerabiÍity of Dutch information-
¡nfrastructures at large requires urgent attention by government, politicians and
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society. A number of urgent action lines were devised addressing the vulnerabilities
of the Dutch critical information-infrastructures ("Het KWICT-lnstituut").
These recommendations overlapped those of the KW|NT-study. They stress the
strategic role of the government. The manifest states the need for a single ministerial
res¡ìonsibility and control over the total set of ¡ssues as the security of the State
(Minlstry of lnterior), cyber crime (Ministry of Justice), economical impact
(Economical Affairs), international co-ordinalion (Foreign Affairs), and so forth, with
respect of ðritical infrastructure protection. Also, a public-private collaboration should
be started as soon as possible to address the issues. An independent institution was
thought of , the KWICT lnstitute.

On October 2, a meeting took place at the ministerial level to address vulnerability
issues. For lhe moment, one looks at the progress of the KW|NT-action lines and lhe
al¡gnment of various departments within governmenl.

11. Conclusions
Our new information-based society is vulnerable. First of all, by the low levels of
prolection caused by an underestimated attent¡on for security and system
management in this area. The attackers increasingly have more powerful tools
available to cause harm.
Secondly, as our percept¡on - see the discussion about the vulnerability paradoxes -

is often at the optimistic side, we intend to forget all the warnings that we read about
on a daily basis.

lncreasingly, we make use of fast renewed, inter-networked, interdependent,
entangled and converged information and communication technology. lntroduction of
a new technology cycles causes us to throwaway immediately the alternative
infrastructures and to forget "old procedures". ln case of a severe disruption, we are
surprised and ask ourselves how it happened that we do not have an alternative left.

Our KWINT study assessed lhe vulnerabilities (of the Dutch section) of the lnternet,
which is considered to be, or to become soon, a critical ¡nformation infrastructure for
the Netherlands. The study concluded that the Dutch controlled part of the lnternet is
too sensitive for a manifold of vulnerabilities. As the Dutch lnternet has a European
hub function, not only the Netherlands is impacted ¡n case of a large-scale incident,
but many organisat¡ons in a number of countries. The lnternet ¡nfrastructure as
compared to other infrastructures, is much more complex than other infrastructures
because many different type of actors are involved on various layers and on a
geographical scale that ranges from local to global.
Several models were developed to assess the complex market and government
responsibilities, geographical and market areas of interest, tasks, vulnerabilities and
threats. These models efficiently helped to pinpoint the vulnerabilities that reside in a
large number of locations and responsibility areas in lhe lnlernet. The study observed
a lack of a transparent set of rel¡ab¡lity indicators and a lack of uniformly collected
statistics. This made the risk assessment study not an easy task. Moreover, many
hundreds of vulnerabililies had to be condensed using a set of principles that reflect
market and government responsibilities as basis for the selection and prioritising
processes.

Analysis of international activities helped to avoid pitfalls in stating recommendations.
Workshops with representatives from market actors, consumer organisat¡ons and
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government departments helped to delermine the level of urgency for taking
measures. The workshops increased the support for the dralt policy
recommendalions and the set of primary and supporling measures. The various
models helped to convince all parties to understand that no one on his own is able to
increase the reliability of the lnternet as ones' ¡nfrastructure depends upon on
services delivered by a number of other actors in the lnternet, transmission and
power distribution providers, and the intentions and whereabouts of people.
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